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PART 1. APPOSITIVE REVIEW 
 
Part A. What is an appositive? 

• Busan is well known in Korea for green mountains, raw fish and pretty sunsets. Busan is a 
pretty city on the southern coast of Korea. 

• Busan, a pretty city on the southern coast of Korea, is well known in the country for 
green mountains, raw fish and pretty sunsets. 

 
Part B. Read the prompts and write a sentence with an appositive that describes ... 
 

1. a car you would like to drive. 
2. your best friend. 
3. your favorite TV show. 
4. your favorite place. 
5. your favorite food. 

 
Part C. Read the paragraph and fill in the blanks with appositives.   
 
Many children learn the story about a grasshopper and ant. The ant                         , stays 
busy during July and August. During the summer,                       , the ant grows food and fixes 
his house in order to get ready for winter. The grasshopper,                        , likes to play in 
the summer sun or do nothing all day long. Six months later in January,                        , the 
grasshopper knocks on the ant’s door. He begs for food. The ant listens to the grasshopper, 
refuses to help and tells him to go back to his house ,                        , near the river. 
 
 
Part D. Read the text. Rewrite some of the sentences with appositives. 
 
Winter is the coldest time of the year and it’s when our skin often gets dry. To cure dry 
hands, people often buy moisturizers. A moisturizer is a white cream made from oil, fruit 
and other ingredients. Skin care products come in different prices, from $2 to $200 and 
more. Creme Royal is a French cream made with gold and royal jelly and costs $650 per 
bottle.  
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PART 1. APPOSITIVE REVIEW - ANSWERS 
 
Part C. Possible answer:  
 
Many children learn the story about a grasshopper and ant. The ant, a hardworking insect, stays 
busy during July and August. During the summer, a hot and sunny time of the year, the ant grows 
food and fixes his house in order to get ready for winter. The grasshopper, a lazy bug, likes to play 
in the summer sun or do nothing all day long. Six months later in January, the coldest time of the 
year, the grasshopper knocks on the ant’s door. He begs for food. The ant listens to the 
grasshopper, refuses to help and tells him to go back to his house, a small, cold home with broken 
windows, near the river. 
 
 
Part D. Possible answer:  
 
Winter, the coldest time of the year, is when our skin often gets dry. To cure dry hands, 
people often buy moisturizers, a white cream made from oil, fruit and other ingredients. 
Skin care products come in different prices, from $2 to $200 and more. Creme Royal, a 
French cream made with gold and royal jelly, costs $650 per bottle. 
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PART 2. COMPLEX SENTENCES REVIEW 
 
Part A. There are about many ways to write a complex sentence. Here are 10 subordinate clauses 
that can be used to make complex sentences: 
 
after  After finishing my homework, I like to go for a walk in the park. 
although Although she had some doubts, Jackie decided to move to Vancouver. 
because Because of the heavy traffic, we were late for class. 
before  Before you come in the house, please take off your shoes. 
even though Even though my friend is a vegetarian, he suggested that we go to a Korean  

  barbecue meat restaurant for dinner. 
if     If you can’t see the words on the blackboard, sit near the front of the class.  
since  Since we don’t have enough money for two lattes, we will have to share one cup. 
until  Until I was ten, I thought Santa Clause was real. 
when  When the teacher walks into the room, the students quickly opened their books. 
while  While my wife shopped for pillows, I looked around the bookstore. 
 
 
Part B. Read the two sentences in each question. Combine them into one complex sentence. 
 
The party ended. We went to the beach to watch the sunset. 

• After the party ended, we went to the beach to watch the sunset. 
• We went to the beach to watch the sunset after the party ended. 

 
Questions: 
1. Janet is going to Cuba. There are beautiful beaches and old cars in Cuba. 
2. Jack made the potato salad and the chopped the vegetables. David barbecued the chicken. 
3. The baseball fans started to throw cans at the players. I called the police. 
4. We got to the stadium two hours before the concert started. The best seats were already 

taken. 
5. I have no time next month. I can’t go with you to Cambodia. 
 
 
Part C. Read the text. Rewrite some of the text by creating complex sentences. 
 
Pizza has a long history. Some people say pizza comes from ancient Greece. That pizza was 
flat bread with oil. Modern pizza, a flat bread with cheese and toppings, started in Naples, 
Italy in the 1700s. It was cheap and sold in markets. At the time, pizza was considered 
peasant food. Pizza became popular across Italy in the 1760s when an Italian queen tasted 
cheese pizza and loved it. For hundreds of years, pizza was not widely eaten outside Italy. In 
the 1940s, pizza became a global food as Italian immigrants and World War 2 soldiers 
wanted to experience the taste of Naples. 
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PART 2. COMPLEX SENTENCES REVIEW - ANSWERS 
 
Part B. Possible Answers 
 
Janet is going to Cuba. There are beautiful beaches and old cars in Cuba. 

• Janet is going to Cuba because of its beautiful beaches and old cars. 
• Because of the beautiful beaches and old cars, Janet is going to Cuba. 

 
Jack made the potato salad and the chopped the vegetables. David barbecued the chicken. 

• While Jack made the potato salad and the chopped the vegetables, David barbecued the 
chicken.  

• Jack made the potato salad and the chopped the vegetables while David barbecued the 
chicken.  

 
The baseball fans started to throw cans at the players. I called the police. 

• When the baseball fans started to throw cans at the players, I called the police. 
• I called the police when the baseball fans started to throw cans at the players. 

 
We got to the stadium two hours before the concert started. The best seats were already taken. 

• Even though we got to the stadium two hours before the concert started, the best seats 
were already taken. 

• The best seats were already taken even though we got to the stadium two hours before 
the concert started. 

 
I have no time next month. I can’t go with you to Cambodia. 

• Since I have no time next month, I can’t go with you to Cambodia. 
• I can’t go with you to Cambodia since I have no time next month. 

 
 

Part C. Possible Answer 
 
Pizza has a long history. Although some people say pizza comes from ancient Greece, that 
food was flat bread with oil. Modern pizza, a flat bread with cheese and toppings, started in 
Naples, Italy in the 1700s. Since it was cheap and sold in markets, pizza was considered 
peasant food. After an Italian queen tasted cheese pizza and loved it in the 1760s, pizza 
became popular across Italy. For hundreds of years, pizza was not widely eaten outside Italy. 
Because Italian immigrants and World War 2 soldiers wanted to experience the taste of 
Naples, pizza became a global food in the 1940s. 
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PART 3. THREE SENTENCE REVIEW 
For each picture, write three sentences: a sentence with a prepositional phrase, an 
appositive and a complex sentence. 
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PART 4. EDITING 
Read the paragraphs and correct the errors. Most mistakes are related to punctuation, subject-
verb agreement, run on sentences and spelling. 

Proofreading 1  
Tetris is a popular computer game a game player pushes buttoms to move colored shapes as they 
fall down the screen. When the player ceates a line, pieces at the bottom of the screen disapear. 
The play area fills up with shapes if the player canot make a line the game ends when shapes fill 
the screen. Still popular today, tetris is playing on many game systems.  

Proofreading 2  
We know its possible to make our body strong with exercise did you know we can improve 
memory with practice. Try this brian exercise. Can you remeber 15 details from your high school 
graduation. If not, close you’re eyes and relax a secret is relaxing because stress blocks hour 
memory. 

Proofreading 3 
The quality of you’re printed pages depends alot on the printers ink. Refilling a cartridge buy 
yourself is a great way to save money, but the print quality will be low it can also be quiet messy. 
Many companies recycle cartridges they take empty cartridges, clean them up, and refilling the 
ink. It’s more expensive, but it gives batter results. 
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PART 4. EDITING – ANSWERS 
 

Proofreading 1 
Tetris is a popular computer game. A game player pushes buttons to move colored shapes as they 
fall down the screen. When the player creates a line, pieces at the bottom of the screen disappear. 
The play area fills up with shapes if the player cannot make a line. The game ends when shapes fill 
the screen. Still popular today, Tetris is played on many game systems.  

Tetris is a popular computer game a game player pushes buttoms to move colored shapes 
as they fall down the screen. When the player ceates a line, pieces at the bottom of the 
screen disapear. The play area fills up with shapes if the player canot make a line the game 
ends when shapes fill the screen. Still popular today, tetris is playing on many game 
systems. 
 

Proofreading 2 
We know it’s possible to make our body strong with exercise. Did you know we can improve 
memory with practice? Try this brain exercise. Can you remember 15 details from your high 
school graduation? If not, close your eyes and relax. The secret is relaxing because stress blocks 
our memory.  

We know its possible to make our body strong with exercise did you know we can improve 
memory with practice. Try this brian exercise. Can you remeber 15 details from your high 
school graduation. If not, close your eyes and relax a secret is relaxing because stress blocks 
hour memory. 
 

Proofreading 3  

The quality of your printed pages depends a lot on the printer’s ink. Refilling a cartridge by 
yourself is a great way to save money, but the print quality will be low. It can also be quite messy. 
Many companies recycle cartridges. They take empty cartridges, clean them up, and refill the ink. 
It’s more expensive, but it gives better results.  

The quality of you’re printed pages depends alot on the printers ink. Refilling a cartridge by 
yourself is a great way to save money, but the print quality will be low it can also be quiet messy. 
Many companies recycle cartridges they take empty cartridges, clean them up, and refilling the 
ink. It’s more expensive, but it gives batter results.  

 
 


